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Vehicle Details: 2018 Jeep® Wrangler Design
Open-air driving just got better

The all-new 2018 Jeep® Wrangler is a look that speaks to freedom, both on the open road and on the
path less traveled. With its iconic roots apparent in its design, the 2018 Wrangler fuses modernity with
timelessness to create a vehicle that stands apart from the pack.

Exterior

The all-new Jeep® Wrangler
remains authentic to its traditional
heritage while improving upon its
inimitable design with smart
upgrades, making something great
even greater. Open-air driving is a
cornerstone trait of the Wrangler,
and now it is even easier to
experience the wind in your face.
The classic foldable windshield
remains, but the fold-down process
requires less work, and the
permanent windshield frame
structure features a new body-color
sport bar for a seamless
appearance.

A new Sky One-Touch™ Power
Top and zipperless Sunrider® soft
top join a new Freedom Top® hardtop that is 20 percent lighter than the previous version, or you can
choose to go with no top at all. If you want full doors one day and no doors the next, the process of
removing and installing the doors is made simpler by the new multi-length hinge pin system. With new
premium LED headlamps and taillamps to finish the look, the 2018 Jeep® Wrangler is smarter and
more stylish than ever.  

Interior

The 2018 Jeep® Wrangler interior reaches a new level of unforgettable with an improved seat design
that provides maximum comfort and support, available heated front seats, premium armrests and
additional leg room. The 2018 Wrangler Sahara and Rubicon redefine refinement, with
leather-trimmed seats, leather-wrapped dashboard with contrast stitching and Dual-Zone Automatic
Temperature Control available for added luxury and style. Grab handles on the A-pillar and B-pillar
offer solid support when off-roading, as well as assistance getting in and out of the Wrangler. An
advanced Uconnect ® system lets you stay connected to the world, and an available Alpine®
Premium Audio System with eight speakers and a rear subwoofer is enhanced by active noise
cancellation and acoustic laminated windshield for the ultimate audio experience.

Perfect for any journey and any adventure, the 2018 Jeep® Wrangler promises an unforgettable
open-air experience with significant upgrades to its classic exterior and rugged interior.
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Vehicle Details: 2019 Jeep® Cherokee Utility
Practical features and capable performance elevate 2019 Jeep®
Cherokee

From its capable powertrains to its flexible interior to its practical tech features, the 2019 Jeep®
Cherokee is designed to be as useful as possible. Whether you’re loading groceries, towing a trailer,
navigating tricky terrain or commuting in winter weather, you’ll appreciate the Cherokee’s rugged
utility.

Performance and capability

With the 2019 Jeep® Cherokee,
you have a choice of three
engines, all of which are paired
with a nine-speed automatic
transmission. The standard
2-4-liter Tigershark® MultiAir® 2
engine puts out 180 horsepower
and 170 lb-ft of torque, giving the
Cherokee up to 2,000 pounds of
towing capability when properly
equipped. The available 3.2-liter
Pentastar® V6 can achieve 271
horsepower and 239 lb-ft of torque,
allowing the Cherokee to tow up to
4,500 pounds. Also available is a
powerful, efficient 2.0-liter turbo
engine that offers 270 horsepower
and 295 lb-ft of torque, along with
4,000 pounds of maximum towing
capability.

Handling

The 2019 Jeep® Cherokee is well-equipped to handle a wide range of driving conditions. The
Cherokee’s 4x4 models offer Jeep® Active Drive, which features Selec-Terrain® Traction
Management to minimize slippage and improve stability. This system offers five customizable driving
modes: Auto, Sport, Sand/Mud, Snow and Rock.

The Cherokee’s Trailhawk® trim is designed specifically for off-road handling. Its suspension offers
higher clearance for rough terrain, and it’s also equipped with skid plates and tow hooks. The
Trailhawk ® can even drive through water up to a depth of 19 inches and is designed with special
sealing and a higher air intake for that purpose.

Cargo and passenger space

The 2019 Jeep® Cherokee gives you plenty of flexible space for both cargo and passengers. The
Cherokee can easily seat five, and the available sliding rear seat offers even more comfort for
long-legged passengers. Behind the second row, the Cherokee provides 24.6 cubic feet of cargo
space; when the 60/40 split-folding rear seat is down, maximum cargo capacity goes up to 54.9 cubic
feet. There’s even more space to use when you factor in the hidden load floor underneath the cargo
area. The Cherokee also offers an available hands-free power liftgate that is operated by waving your
foot beneath the bumper, allowing you easy access even when your hands are full.



Practical features

You’ll be ready for all weather conditions with the Cherokee’s remote start and available dual-zone
automatic temperature control, heated steering wheel, heated and ventilated seats, heated mirrors,
windshield wiper de-icer and rain-sensing windshield wipers. Even the most frigid climates are no
match for the intelligence of the Jeep ® Cherokee.

The Cherokee also includes useful infotainment features, like the Uconnect® touch-screen system
with Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ smartphone integration, Bluetooth® streaming audio and
voice recognition. Available SiriusXM® Guardian services such as SOS Call, Roadside Assistance
Call and Vehicle Finder can be accessed through the Uconnect® app.

With powerful engine options and towing capability, superb handling, a spacious and flexible interior
and plenty of convenient features, the 2019 Jeep ® Cherokee is a reliable and helpful companion no
matter when or where you’re driving.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Chrysler 300 Technology
Smart technology for a smarter drive

The 2018 Chrysler 300 provides convenience and safety that provide exceptional comfort and peace
of mind while delivering powerful and efficient performance capabilities that excite. With smart
technology for what matters most to you when it matters most  

Advanced connectivity

When you get behind the wheel of
the 2018 Chrysler 300, the entire
world is at your fingertips. An
8.4-inch touchscreen lets you use
Uconnect® 4C capabilities, letting
you stream audio with Bluetooth®
and find the perfect station with
SiriusXM® Satellite Radio. For the
best listening experience, the
available BeatsAudio™ Premium
Sound System with 10 premium
speakers and subwoofer immerses
you in high-fidelity sound as you
cruise down the road. For
additional services, available
Uconnect® 4C NAV adds
Navigation, SiriusXM® Traffic Plus
and SiriusXM® Travel Link to your
impressive suite of advanced
technology. With Apple CarPlay®
and Android Auto™ compatibility, you can conveniently make phone calls, send text messages and
get directions with a simple touch or voice command.

Precise performance

The 2018 Chrysler 300 delivers superb performance that is both fuel-efficient and powerful. With
standard eight-speed automatic transmission, electric power steering and an available all-wheel-drive
system, the Chrysler 300 brings highly responsive handling and acceleration within your control. With
an impressive standard 3.6-liter Pentastar® V6 engine, an available 5.7-liter HEMI® V8 engine
elevates your driving experience with 363 horsepower. If you opt for the 5.7-liter engine, you can also
save smarter with Fuel Saver Technology, which deactivates half of the cylinders when full power isn’t
necessary for improved efficiency.

Abundance of safety

Because safety comes first for families and individuals alike, the 2018 Chrysler 300 offers a
comprehensive suite of cutting-edge technologies geared toward keeping you safe and sound. Active
systems such as Full-speed Forward Collision Warning with Active Braking, Adaptive Cruise Control
with Stop and Advanced Brake Assist monitor your distance to the vehicle in front of you and activate
your brakes to bring your car to a complete stop in order to prevent a collision if necessary. If you start
to unintentionally drift in your lane, the available LaneSense® Lane Departure Warning with Lane
Keep Assist will alert you, as well as help correct your course if you don’t respond.

The Chrysler 300 also features technology that acts as another pair of eyes. The Blind Spot Monitoring
system helps you make safer lane changes by detecting vehicles in your blind spot zones, and



ParkSense® Front and Rear Park Assist notifies you when you approach stationary objects at slow
speeds. Additionally, when you back out of tight parking spots, Rear Cross Path Detection monitors
the angles that may be hard to see, offering additional protection in your Chrysler 300. 

The exceptional technology built into the 2018 Chrysler 300 makes it an even bigger crowd-pleaser.
From its infotainment capabilities to its safety features to its stellar performance, the Chrysler 300
makes your daily drive better in just about every way possible.   
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Chrysler Pacifica Utility
Contemporary convenience and capability

Practical and accommodating, the 2018 Pacifica is a sensible minivan to match your active lifestyle.
Here are some reasons you should bring home this functional multitasker.

Room and convenience

With the seating capacity for up to
eight passengers, the 2018
Chrysler Pacifica is a great choice
for commutes and road trips.
Versatile seating and storage
space are added bonuses. Tap into
140.5 cubic feet of storage space
when you collapse the back seats
into the floor thanks to the unique
Stow ‘n Go® Seating and Storage
System. The Class-Exclusive Easy
Tilt Seating function enables you to
access the third row more easily.
Take advantage of the Stow 'n Go
Assist feature to slide front seats
forward to store items in the built-in
floor bins.

Trailering capacity

The 2018 Pacifica has the muscle
to get the job done, whether you need to tow a small cargo trailer or a camper. A healthy dose of
power — 287 horsepower and 262 lb-ft of torque, to be exact — delivers a Best-in-Class towing
capability of up to 3,600 pounds.* This potency opens up new horizons on weekend getaways and
family vacations that wouldn’t be possible with a weaker minivan.   

Helpful tools for active lifestyles

The 2018 Pacifica caters to busy families who like bringing a variety of gear on the road with them.
Available hands-free sliding doors and power liftgate take the headache out of loading and unloading
when your arms are full. The Limited version of the Pacifica also includes a built-in Stow 'n Vac® so
you can keep your home away from home tidy. Powered by RIDGID®, this tool is the most powerful
vacuum in the segment and has the capability to reach every inch of the minivan’s interior.

Stay organized

Whether you’re chauffeuring young ones to and from sports practice or embarking on a vacation, the
2018 Chrysler Pacifica is equipped to make the drive less stressful. The cabin provides map pockets,
storage bins and sliding drawers to secure items while you’re driving to your destination.  Cup holders
throughout the interior will enable you to bring along your favorite beverages on road trips so you and
your crew can make fewer stops along the way. 

Stay organized and comfortable each time you set out on a new adventure. The 2018 Chrysler
Pacifica delivers the capabilities and amenities that you and your family need to keep up with the pace
of daily life.

*Based on the FCA US LLC Premium Minivan segment. Excludes other FCA US LLC vehicles.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Dodge Charger Design
2018 Dodge Charger looks every bit as dynamic as it drives 

Though it arguably gets the most attention, performance isn’t everything when it comes to the 2018
Dodge Charger. Without its bold, aggressive looks to match its jaw-dropping performance, the
Charger wouldn’t be the showstopper that it is, capable of drawing hungry eyes even at a dead
standstill. Few vehicles on the road can deliver the sheer excitement that the Charger delivers on the
road, and just as few are able to match it in the aesthetic department.

Exterior

The 2018 Dodge Charger is
muscular from just about every
angle. Head on, it commands
respect with Dodge’s signature
crosshair grille and sleek
wraparound headlamp design.
Across the line, the hood is a major
factor in what makes the Charger
so fierce. The SXT and R/T trims
boast a double power bulge that
speaks to the ample muscle
provided by the 3.6-liter
Pentastar® V6 beneath the hood.
The Dodge Charger Daytona,
Daytona 392, R/T Scat Pack and
SRT® 392 get an aluminum power
bulge hood with a functional scoop
that both improves performance
and looks mighty good doing it. The
Dodge Charger SRT® Hellcat
flanks the hood scoop with dual air extractors to help keep its supercharged 6.2-liter HEMI® SRT
Hellcat V8 engine purring.

There’s also no mistaking a Dodge Charger from the side thanks to its deep side door scallops, which
are as much a signature facet of the Charger as any other feature. In the back, Dodge’s seamless
racetrack taillamp design stands out day or night, and its flying buttress-style rear roof pillars both add
to aerodynamic performance and aesthetic appeal.

Interior

On the inside, the 2018 Charger continues to look the part of a track-tested performer while infusing
driver- and passenger-friendly touches. There is a plethora of available seating options to choose
from, ranging from Sedoso cloth with houndstooth inserts and tungsten accent stitching offered on the
SXT Plus, R/T and GT AWD to rich nappa leather lightweight performance sport seats with Ruby Red
suede inserts and SRT® Logo standard on the SRT® and available on the SRT® Hellcat. Eighteen
available interior trims accentuate that sense of sumptuousness, letting you have the experience you
want without compromise.

Its clean, driver-oriented cockpit gives you the true sense that you are in command and in control. The
class-exclusive 7-inch customizable Driver Information Digital Cluster Display is easy to read and just
as easy to configure with convenient steering wheel-mounted controls. Available Uconnect® 4C with
an 8.4-inch touch-screen display enhances your feeling of authority with voice recognition, hands-free
calling and Dodge Performance Pages.



calling and Dodge Performance Pages.

The 2018 Dodge Charger talks the talk and walks the walk with an aggressive, iconic look that equals
its performance in terms of impressiveness.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Dodge Journey Capabilities
Hit the highway in the ultimate road trip vehicle

When looking for a road trip-ready vehicle, the 2018 Dodge Journey is a top contender. It satisfies two
crucial road trip needs: efficiently traveling long distances and carrying all the cargo and passengers
asked of it.

Long haul abilities

The 2018 Dodge Journey is the
ultimate road trip machine, in
particular due to its impressive
range of an estimated 500 miles on
the highway with a single tank of
gas. At the base level, this is
achieved using a 2.4-liter
four-cylinder engine that delivers
25 mpg on the highway.*

The larger engine for the Journey is
the award-winning 3.6-liter
Pentastar® V6, which produces
283 horsepower and 260 lb-ft of
torque. With more power, you
would be forgiven for thinking that
fuel efficiency, and thus the
over-500-mile range, would fall
away. In reality, the Journey still
achieves an average 25 mpg on
the highway with the V6, leaving
the impressive range intact.*

Bringing the fun with you

Part of the 2018 Dodge Journey’s road trip prowess is its ability to tow. Properly equipped, with the
addition of the 3.6-liter Pentastar® V6, the 2018 Dodge Journey can tow up to 2,500 pounds. That is
plenty whether you are taking the boat to the lake or moving furniture from home to home. This towing
capacity is complemented by Trailer Sway Control, which works with the Journey’s existing Electronic
Stability Control system to strategically apply the brakes and adjust engine throttle to reduce swaying
in the trailer and keep the load stable.

The 2018 Dodge Journey is also able to transport people and cargo over low-traction surfaces like ice,
snow or gravel thanks to its available all-wheel drive system. Luckily, on easier driving this system
helps preserve efficiency, as it only drives power to the front wheels until rear power is needed (or on
the driver’s demand, as the case may be).

Whether you need the Journey for a road trip or your daily job, this effective vehicle delivers suitable
performance in a fun-to-drive package.  

*Manufacturer estimated mpg with 2.4L engine and four-speed automatic transmission, or 3.6L
engine and six-speed automatic transmission, FWD. Actual mileage may vary.
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Car Care: Maintaining a Clean Interior
Keep your car interior looking and feeling as good as new

With all the time you spend inside your car, it’s not much of a surprise that it seems to get dirty so
quickly. You might be the type to let stray leaves and mud streaks or dusty dashboards sit for a while,
but these simple car care tips make it easier to keep your vehicle tidy more consistently.

Seats 

According to Arto Baltayan from
the website Money Crashers, the
three main types of material used
for car seats are vinyl, leather and
cloth. After you vacuum the dirt out
of your vehicle, the cleaning
process will vary depending on
which of these three materials is
utilized. For vinyl, you’ll want to
use soft cleaning tools like
sponges or rags. If you want to
keep it simple, you can stick with
distilled water with mild dish soap,
or you can opt for baking soda for
stains and spots that are harder to
clean.

Leather seats are a bit more
complicated and time-consuming,
requiring the application of leather
cleaner first and then leather
conditioner after it’s dry to keep the material clean and supple. Multipurpose upholstery cleaner works
well on cloth seats, though specialized stain remover might be necessary for strong stains. Afterward,
to prevent your car from smelling like wet cloth, sprinkle some baking soda on the seats to absorb the
odor and vacuum it up for a fresh car smell.

Whatever your upholstery, cleaning the seats periodically will not only help keep your vehicle looking
fresher, but it will go a long way toward preventing and eliminating unwanted odors.

Windows 

Glass cleaner and microfiber cloth is the most effective combination for cleaning glass surfaces. To
reduce the amount of streaking on your windows, spray the cleaner on the cloth instead of on the
glass itself. If you are dealing with streaks and can’t tell if it’s on the interior or exterior surface of the
glass, Baltayan recommends wiping the exterior surface horizontally while wiping the interior surface
vertically to make it more discernible.  

Front panel

As Baltayan points out, the front panel is the area we see the most in a vehicle, and it also tends to be
the dustiest. Cleaning the dashboard is made simple by using a vacuum first to get all the dust before
applying a cleaning product over the entire surface. To reach the tightest spots on your console, wrap
a thin cloth around the tip of a flat-head screwdriver and use it to clean the finer details. For the air
vents, use a brush with long, soft bristles to remove dust and grime.

Floor



Floor

Baltayan suggests that it’s a good idea to save the carpet and floor mats for last after you’ve cleaned
everything else. Remove the floor mats and shake them vigorously outside the car to get the dust off.
Vacuum the mats first, and then wash them out using a garden hose. As you set them out to air-dry,
vacuum the carpet, being mindful of the crevices and areas around the seats. To wash the carpet, a
steam cleaning machine is the best option, though foam carpet cleaning products will get the job
done as well. Simply spray the product onto the carpet and brush it in without getting the carpet too
wet to avoid mold or mildew.

Detailing the interior of your vehicle should be done every six to eight months for maximum effect. By
investing some time and effort into your vehicle once or twice every year, your car interior can
maintain that new-car look and feel for years after it initially rolls out of a dealership lot.  
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What to Know When Buying or Building a Fire Pit
Tips to help you buy or build the best and safest fire pit possible

You don’t have to limit evenings spent around a roaring fire with loved ones to camping trips and
special occasions. By incorporating a fire pit into your outdoor decor, you can spend more evenings
roasting marshmallows, telling stories and enjoying time together with friends and family all from the
comfort of your own home. Because this involves having open flames close to your home, you’ll want
to be certain that you follow certain
necessary precautions before
buying or building your own fire pit. 

Buying

If your goal is to welcome people
around your fire pit, you will want to
pick one that has style. According
to The Spruce’s Lisa Hallett Taylor,
the popularity of fire pits as
backyard accessories means that
there is a wide variety of shapes,
sizes, patterns and approaches to
choose from.

Store-bought fire pits are available
in a variety of materials beyond
traditional stone, including steel,
aluminum, copper, stainless steel,
glass, cast iron and polyresin. Each
material has pros and cons to consider, which might affect your choice depending on your design
aesthetic, budget and maintenance commitment.

“Opt for something that will wear well and extend the life of your fire pit. Cast aluminum is less likely to
rust, while copper can stain. Cast iron is a solid but heavy choice,” writes Taylor.

Part of the consideration process will involve fuel options. House Tipster’s Ande Waggener notes that
you’ll need to decide whether to use wood, natural gas, charcoal, propane or more eco-friendly
options like fire pit gel or bio-ethanol.

Since fire pits vary in price, ranging anywhere from $200 to thousands of dollars, Waggener stresses
the importance of doing your research before you buy to ensure that you are able to use a fire pit
within regulations. Don’t spend a dollar before you first check with your county or city government,
homeowner’s association or even neighbors in the know.

Getting the lowdown on fire pit laws will also help you determine where your fire pit can go, Taylor
adds. You will want to make sure that your fire pit is not placed too near to your home, directly on the
grass, a wood deck or beneath any sort of combustible overhang. Be mindful of trees, vegetation and
plants and powerlines.

Building

A fire pit you have built yourself is likely not going to be portable, so going this route is preferable if
you have a spot that you are willing to permanently dedicate to the purposes of a pit. Once you have
your designated spot picked out, you’ll want to begin researching materials. Manasa Reddigan, writing
for Bob Vila, notes that this should mean excluding any potentially flammable materials or non-porous
materials in the construction of your pit.



materials in the construction of your pit.

“The inner wall must be made of fireproof building materials, optimally fire brick; the outer walls should
still be heat-resistant but can be made of traditional brick, stone, masonry blocks (consisting of brick,
concrete, granite, etc.), concrete pavers or even heat-resistant outdoor stucco or tile,” writes
Reddigan. “Flagstone and crushed stone are ideal materials for the fire pit cap, and the stones in the
center of the pit, respectively.”

You’ll also want to incorporate a steel ring on the innermost wall of the fire pit to prolong its structural
integrity. When building and operating your fire pit, Reddigan advises having fire safety gear on hand,
such as a fire blanket and a multipurpose dry chemical fire extinguisher. If you decide to DIY your fire
pit, you’ll still have to consider rules, location, construction materials and fuel sources just as if you
were purchasing one ready-made.

If you are willing to put in the time, money and research to ensure you are making the right choice, the
payoff of having a safe fire pit is well worth the effort. Don’t cut any corners, do your diligence and
you’ll be able to have a campout at home any time you wish.
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5 Plants to Consider for Your Fall Cutting Garden
Enjoy homegrown, brilliant bouquets this autumn 

For much of the United States, autumn usually means a transition into chillier temperatures. However,
you can still extend the growth season for parts of your garden by investing in one or more of these
autumnal-blooming plants. 

Dahlias 

If you want large flower heads to fill
your dinner table vase, Fine
Gardening contributor Suzanne
McIntire recommends dahlias.

Sometimes referred to as “the
peonies of fall,” dahlias bloom from
summer until the first frost.
According to Mary Dyer with
GardeningKnowHow.com, this
plant classifies as a tender
perennial. This means that it is a
perennial only if you live in a U.S.
Department of Agriculture plant
hardiness zone 8 or higher. If you
happen to live in a hardiness zone
7 or below, you can either grow
dahlias as annuals or dig up the tubers and store them in your basement or garage until spring.

Japanese anemone

If you live in USDA hardiness zones 4 through 8, The Spruce contributor Marie Iannotti says
Japanese anemones are a great staple for a fall cutting garden. Elegant blooms with paper-thin petals
similar to poppies characterize this flora. Bloom season for this perennial starts in late summer and
continues into the fall until the first frost. Similar to poppies, this plant typically takes a few years to
establish itself. After this initial period, it proves to be a low-maintenance plant. 

Blue Mist spirea

Blue Mist spirea is another excellent option for adding color to your autumn flower beds. If you live in
USDA hardiness zones 8 or 9 and plant them in an area of full sun and well-drained soil, Blue Mist
spirea should deliver a brilliant infusion of color in your garden during the early fall. The woody base of
Blue Mist spirea has a habit of dying back in the winter like a perennial, causing it to fall into the
subshrub category, as McIntire explains. Stems tend to peak at 36 inches but can grow taller in certain
zones.

Balloon flower

If you prefer the rich hue of purple, then consider incorporating balloon flowers into your landscape. As
Iannotti shares, the plant’s name derives from the blooming process of its flowers, which start off as a
puff then pop open when they are ready to bloom, similar to how a balloon pops when pricked with a
pin. Balloon flowers also come in pink and white varieties, in case you prefer these shades to purple.
These plants need minimal care; simply prune them back in the spring or fall. If you live in USDA
hardiness zones 3 through 9, this perennial should satisfy your desire for vibrant autumnal blooms.

Sunflowers



McIntire suggests adding sunflowers to your fall cutting garden. This annual germinates in summer to
produce a bounty of fall colors when the buds open up in early autumn. Hues range from yellow to
dark red to multi-color stripes. Full sun, lots of water and fertile soil are the top three environmental
ingredients this flora needs to produce a hearty array of blooms. Sunflowers do best in gardens that
fall into USDA hardiness zones 3 through 9.

Cultivate any one of these five flowers to round out your fall cutting garden. Make sure to check which
USDA plant hardiness zone you reside in to make sure that your selections will thrive in the specific
zone you live in.  
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Las Vegas on a Budget
Take a vacation in Sin City without gambling away your budget

Las Vegas offers many fun things to see and do, but having a memorable vacation doesn’t have to
cost you a lot of money here. Instead of relying on the slot machines to replenish the excessive cash
you spent at tourist traps, plan
ahead and stick to your budget by
following our travel tips.

Places to go

Las Vegas overflows with tourist
traps that fail to deliver on the
expectations set by their high
admission prices. Vegas Unzipped
recommends looking at the many
public displays on the Strip,
instead: the Bellagio’s fountain
show, the Mirage’s exploding
volcano, the waterways of the
Grand Canal Shops, the botanical
garden at the Bellagio, the
flamingo habitat at Flamingo Las
Vegas, the fish and mermaids at
the Silverton Aquarium, the
acrobatic performances at Circus
Circus’ Carnival Midway, Wynn’s Lake of Dreams Show and countless other experiences. If you want
to get completely away from the hustle and bustle of downtown, travel outside Las Vegas to the
nearby Hoover Dam or Red Rock Canyon for breathtaking views and scenic hikes.

If you’re set on doing some activities regardless of the cost, consider the Las Vegas Pass or the Las
Vegas Go Card. They can potentially save you between 30 and 60 percent on standard admission
costs to many of the attractions you’re probably already planning on seeing, like the High Roller
Observation Wheel, the X-Scream roller coaster and the Titanic Artifact Exhibition.

Place to eat

Las Vegas is known for its fancy and costly buffets, but you don’t have to fork over hundreds of dollars
to feed your family good food in this city. There are many unique and affordable places to dine around
Las Vegas. The best place to look is in the strip malls around town, which feature many highly rated
counter-serve eateries.

If you’re interested in trying new types of international cuisine without breaking the bank, Las Vegas is
the place to go. Eater.com suggests trying Venezuelan cuisine at Viva Las Arepas, Japanese cuisine
at Monta Noodle House, Korean-Mexican cuisine at KoMex Fusion Express or Hawaiian cuisine at
Paina Cafe.  However, if your heart is set on eating at a buffet, look for a diner outside the downtown
area that offers a lunch buffet for $10 or under.

Places to stay

Picking the right place to rest in Las Vegas — assuming you’re not planning on staying up all night —
is very important. While the major casinos offer many available rooms, these are sometimes quite
expensive. On the other hand, if you’re looking for the cheapest lodging in Las Vegas, you might wind
up in a shady area. TimeOut recommends looking for rooms at mid-level casino resorts, like Golden



Nugget, The LINQ or Monte Carlo. You can also head outside of the main strip and find national chain
hotels at decent prices.

You can easily spend a week in Las Vegas without going broke thanks to the numerous free and
ultra-affordable attractions and accommodations around town. While you’re there, don’t forget to do
the one essential thing every visitor should, which won’t cost you any money: Take a family picture in
front of the giant welcome sign! It’s the perfect way to commemorate your visit.
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4 Best Wedding Venues in New England
Tie the knot at these charming sites in the Northeast

Mountainous landscapes and stunning ocean vistas await you when you pick a New England wedding
venue. Explore these delightful
locations as you plan the happy
day. 

The Margate Resort on
Winnipesaukee (New Hampshire)

Celebrate your love in Laconia at
The Margate Resort, located on
the shore of Paugus Bay off Lake
Winnipesaukee. Vast expanses of
sky and forest complement views
of the water to provide a
captivating background for photos.
Hold the party at the Lakeside
Pavilion for an outdoor celebration
space which can hold up to 500
guests. This rental comes with a
tented reception nearby so guests
will have ample room for dining,
relaxing and dancing. You can also
add on a firework display as a grand finale for the big day. If you prefer a more intimate setting for your
vows, the Mariah Room and Main Ballroom should suit. Each place can hold 120 guests comfortably.
The Mariah Room boasts a granite bar and field stone fireplace, while the ballroom incorporates
mirrors and an expansive dance floor.

The Grafton Inn (Vermont)

Self-proclaimed as one of the most picturesque wedding venues in the state, The Grafton Inn delivers
a quintessential New England vibe for your matrimonial celebration. The inn itself has been in
business since 1801, garnering a reputation as the country’s oldest operating inn. Architectural details
include hand-shaped beams and antique décor. Historic sites and outdoor activities will help  keep
guests engaged during downtime. With a capacity for up to 250 guests, this site offers five different
event spaces for rental. In-house catering and bar service will help you minimize the vendors you’ll
need to hire for the event, which in turn will help reduce costs and keep stress at bay. The site also
offers day-of coordination as well as full and partial planning assistance.

Taj Boston (Massachusetts)

A lavish hotel in the heart of the city, Taj Boston is sure to impress guests while lending a refined vibe
to your wedding. Built back in 1927, this historic gem can hold up to 500 guests. Choose from a range
of rooms — The Main Dining Room, French & Adam’s Lounge, The Taj Room, The Roof or The
Grand Ballroom — to host your festivities. The Grand Ballroom exudes elegance, with chandeliers,
crystal glasses and lace table settings. For a smaller guest count, opt for the French & Adam’s Lounge
that is decorated with mirrors and windows for a “jewel-box feel.” The venue is just 25 minutes away
from Logan International Airport, which makes it convenient for out-of-town guests. An in-house
caterer and available event planning are two more perks of going with this site for the big day.

Spruce Point Inn Resort & Spa (Maine)



If you’ve been daydreaming of an ocean-front wedding, Spruce Point Inn Resort & Spa in Boothbay
Harbor should meet your expectations. Supplying five different event spaces and offering a guest
capacity of 250, this venue is located within an hour’s drive from Portland. You can arrive at your
ceremony via a yacht and take vows in the historic inn. The post-and-beam ballroom space provides
views of the Maine woods as you and your guests take to the dance floor. For an upscale
atmosphere, look no further than this gorgeous locale to host your wedding.

Skip the wedding planning headache and opt for one of these four venues to enjoy a perfect setting for
your festivities.
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6 Things to Consider When Taking Vitamins
Consider these six tips before going down the vitamin aisle

The vitamin aisle at your local pharmacy has a huge selection of various supplements. Before picking
up one of those bottles, it’s crucial
to keep certain things in mind.

Watch for potential interactions

Make sure that any vitamins or
supplements that you take don’t
have unfortunate combined effects.
Registered and certified
dietitian/nutritionists and certified
fitness trainers Lyssie Lakatos and
Tammy Lakatos Shames, known
as The Nutrition Twins, offer the
example of taking fish oil and
vitamin E together, both of which
are blood thinners. This can be
particularly dangerous if you take a
daily aspirin, so they recommend
speaking to your doctor before
taking either.

Folic acid may help if you are pregnant or soon-to-be

According to the British Dietetic Association, folic acid is a kind of complex B vitamin used in making
red blood cells, synthesizing DNA and RNA, aiding cell division and growth and preventing age-related
hearing loss. However, it is of particular importance to women who are pregnant or are planning to be
as far out as a year from now. Medical News Today reports that folic acid helps prevent the fetus from
developing brain or spine deformities like spina bifida and potentially help prevent a range of other
conditions.

Don’t take vitamins on an empty stomach

If you have ever taken a vitamin before breakfast, you might have noticed that you have a sour
stomach shortly after. The Nutrition Twins warn that taking vitamins by themselves can sometimes
cause your body to produce more digestive acid than it needs, which irritates your stomach lining.

With some vitamins, it is also a good idea to eat a certain kind of food. Angel Planells, registered
dietitian/nutritionist and spokesperson for the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, recommends taking
fat-soluble vitamins like A, D, E and K with a fatty food like avocado, as it will help your body absorb
the vitamins.

Space out your vitamins

Taking a lot of vitamins at one time isn’t a great strategy. According to Planells, when you swallow a
bunch of supplements at once, your body tends to absorb what it needs most first, but the rest could
just end up passing through your digestive system. So, spread out your vitamins by meal or by when
you get up and go to bed.

More vitamins doesn’t mean better results

It is an easy mistake to make that assuming since a small amount of vitamin supplements is good for



you, more must be better. However, it is entirely possible to have too much and hurt yourself. For
example, the Mayo Clinic warns that taking more than 200 milligrams of vitamin B-6 per day could
cause nerve pain and seizures. According to Country Living magazine, high levels of vitamins that are
stored in the body can be toxic.

Talk to your doctor

Above all, before taking supplements, you should consult with your doctor. He or she will have a much
better understanding of how they might interact with your medications, your diet and your health
conditions.

With these tips and research, you can responsibly use vitamins to improve your health.
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The 5 Best True Crime Podcasts
These five true crime podcasts feature deep reporting, expert
storytelling

True crime podcasts are habit-forming: once you’ve listened to one, you’ll want another. With so many
options to choose from across all podcasting services, it might prove something of a challenge to
narrow down your next choice. These five examples of the genre combine sophisticated production
techniques, professional reporting expertise and dramatic storytelling, all in the service of an addictive
audio experience. 

“Accused”

In “Accused,” Cincinnati Enquirer
investigative reporter Amber Hunt
(assisted by producer Amanda
Rossmann) brings her journalistic
skills to bear on a pair of unsolved
murders. In season one, Hunt
investigates the 1978 stabbing and
strangling of Elizabeth Andes, who
had just graduated from Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio. In
season two, she looks into the
1987 murder of Retha Welch in
Newport, Kentucky. In both of
these gripping and thoughtfully
structured seasons, Hunt’s dogged
reporting raises new questions and
uncovers leads that the original
investigators either ignored or missed.

“Crimetown”

Hosted and produced by the creators of HBO’s “The Jinx,” “Crimetown” focuses on the intersection of
crime and culture in American cities. With its pervasive legacy of corruption, Providence, Rhode
Island, proves the ideal location for the podcast’s first season. In alternating episodes, “Crimetown”
investigates and retells Providence City Hall’s misdeeds and mob crimes that have both made
headlines and also slipped under the radar for decades. The first storyline focuses on the astonishing
rise and fall of Mayor Buddy Cianci, who was forced to resign twice due to felony convictions. The
second storyline traces the violent and colorful history of Providence’s mobsters.

“Criminal”

“Criminal” episodes are conveniently snack-sized — about 15 to 20 minutes each — but they also
offer plenty to chew on. While many episodes delve into the story of a specific crime or criminal, cases
are usually connected to a larger historical, scientific or cultural context. That doesn’t mean the
podcast is dry or scholarly. Yes, “Criminal” is deeply researched and informative, but in the hands of
Phoebe Judge, it’s also a consistently entertaining and eye-opening listen, featuring stories that are
bizarre, bloody and impossible to forget.

“Dirty John”

Reported and narrated by Los Angeles Times reporter Christopher Goffard, “Dirty John” tells a
tangled tale of deception and violence. The title character, John Meehan, is a slick-talking abuser who



repeatedly worms his way into the lives of women he meets online — including his latest target, a
successful California business owner. As the story careens toward its darkly dramatic climax,
Goffard’s addictive, fascinating podcast peels back layer upon layer of deception to expose the
darkness underlying Meehan’s manipulative behavior.

“In the Dark”

Over the course of two seasons, American Public Media’s “In the Dark” podcast has gone far beyond
the typical true-crime format, emerging as a critical voice for criminal justice accountability and reform.
In season one, reporter Madeleine Baran investigates the unsolved 1989 disappearance of Jacob
Wetterling and how it was botched by local law enforcement. Season two takes on the case of Curtis
Flowers, who has been prosecuted half a dozen times for the same crime and remains on death row
despite winning multiple appeals.

After listening to any one of these five podcasts, you’ll come away entertained and enlightened. Each
show looks beyond the basic bloody details of the cases it investigates, providing context to help you
better understand not just the crime, but the system that led to it, punished it or allowed it to go
unsolved.
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